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Abstract 
This study gives detail information about American invasion of Iraq in 2003 and explains U.S. decision to invade Iraq from 
different analytic perspectives such as realism, liberalism and Marxism. These perspectives integrate with different level of 
analysis, which are individual, societal, state and systemic level of analysis to explain US invasion to Iraq.  The paper focuses on 
the question “what are the reasons behind U.S. invasion of Iraq?” in order to better understanding the causes of U.S. invasion 
decision.   
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1. Introduction 
The American invasion of Iraq in 2003 had begun, according to the view of the American government and their 
allies, as a legitimate, defensive response to the threat of weapons of mass destruction (WMD), which the Saddam 
Hussein government allegedly had in its arsenal. Saddam Hussein's government was immediately perceived as a 
threat and an affront to the international community in the wake the September 11, 2001 bombing of the world trade 
centre. America has found a casus belli to go to war under the so-called “war on terrorism” slogan. According to the 
United States of America, there was a strong linkage between Saddam Hussein and international terrorism and the 
first priority of the United States government is to protect its citizens and its political and economic interests; its 
national security is always paramount. Also, the United States significantly supports democratic governments 
around the world and the Baathist regime was seen as totalitarian and undemocratic. Consequently, regime change 
in Iraq became the U.S. priority and the only way to achieve that was through the use of force. The Iraqi regime was 
a threat to the national security of America and America and its allies had to launch a pre-emptive strike at the heart 
of the Baathist outfit and remove the existential threat that it represented to America and the free world. 
The United Nations (UN) was mandated to investigate the claims that Iraq was stockpiling weapons of 
mass destruction. The inspectors were sent in but after months of investigation they could not find any Iraqi 
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weapons of mass destruction. US intelligence was faulty since it proved that such Weapons of Mass Destruction did 
not exist. Kiernan viewed that legally; United Nations Security Council did not authorize the US invasion of Iraq.  
Just as the US invasion of Iraq was not propelled by an actual threat from weapons of mass destruction (Kiernan 
2003). 
The research paper focuses on the U.S. decision to invade Iraq from three different analytical perspectives: 
realism, liberalism, and Marxist perspective in order to figure out the causes of the invasion decision. These three 
international theories are integrated with four different level of analysis such as individual level, state level, 
systematic level, and socio-economic level. This research paper discusses the relevance of these three theories to the 
causes of the Iraqi war and analyzes the U.S. decision to go to war. Also the paper discusses which perspective and 
level best explains this case better than other perspectives and levels.  
With respect to realism, national security and power are essential. Liberalism, on the other hand, believes 
differences between democracies and non-democracies to be a fundamental cause of war. The Marxist perspective 
views the reason that attract U.S. to invade Iraq was consideration of having a new market and most importantly the 
desire to control oil resources.  
2. International Theory: Realism 
Realist perspective supports the dominance of the state in taking action or decision-making. The interest of 
actors and their identities are shape their behaviour on the state decision. Realists believe that state involvement is 
crucial; there is no other credible power above the state. The international system is anarchic and naturally, human 
beings are evil. States need to maximize military power and relative power can be used as means to survival in this 
anarchic system. From the realist perspective, national and international securities are priority. It is natural for 
powerful states to go to war with enemy states especially so to reinforce the states power and international standing. 
On this point, America felt its prestige severely dented and its national security threatened by Saddam Hussein’s 
policy in supporting international terrorism. Also, U.S. decisions that go to war with Iraq was legitimized by the 
threats of Iraq’s nuclear enrichment program and its support for terrorist groups. The regime in Iraq was a 
dictatorship opposed to U.S. foreign policy that only supports democracy, it had a stockpile of Weapons of Mass 
Destruction (WMD), it had links to Al- Qaida / Osama Bin Laden, the plotter and executer of the 9/11 terrorist 
attack on the twin towers of the world trade centre; all of these were reason enough to convince international 
community to go to war with Iraq.  
2.1 Individual Level of Analysis 
In international area, who and what shapes foreign policy of states are crucial aspects. Presidential 
decision-making is important and individuals take most important decisions; individuals decide on behalf of the 
state. In this case, the leader needs to be support his decision with his or her creative thinking ability. The creative 
thinking is the notion of democracy. The approach of creative thinking occurs four P’s such as person, product, 
process and place. So, the leader should take right decision about his or her country’s priority (Ege, 2013). In 
democratic states, political representation is important. People give up their freedom for democracy. The word 
democracy comes from the Greek roots ‘demos’ (people) and ‘kratos’ (rule). In a representative democracy- as a 
citizen, demos (part of people) - we give up our equality or part of our freedom so we should have a say as to who 
represents us as a leader of the state. High priority of the realist perspective is that individual who are the 
representatives of the people should organize state security, survival, sovereignty, defence, and military. Also, 
individuals should be educated well in order manage under difficult situations.  Nationally, looking for commercial 
opportunities and internationally superiorities the quality of education should be consider (Latagan, 2011).  So, 
individuals take all critical decisions on behalf of the state and its citizens. This can be seen in the writings of several 
of realist theorists, like Niccolo Machiavelli, Thomas Hobbes, Edward H. Carr, Hans J. Morgenthau, to name but a 
few. Realist theorist, Machiavelli advises rulers about what best to do to obtain their desires. The Prince (1532) 
emphasized the need to acquire skill in warfare and leadership. He comments that “there is simply no comparison 
between a man who is armed and who is not, it is unreasonable to expect that an armed man should obey one who is 
not or unarmed man should remain safe and secure when his servants are armed.” Like Machiavelli, the classical 
realist,  Hobbes  was  a  pessimist  about  human  nature  who  is  full  of  desire  to  gain.  Hobbes  contributed  greatly  to  
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international politics and he looked at human nature from this pessimistic perspective.  He describes human nature 
as nasty and the source of all conflicts. Machiavellian realism also describes evil side of the human nature and 
believes that the ruler should be evil if necessary in a certain cases. So in realism, human nature is accepted mainly 
as  a  source  of  all  conflicts  and wars  because  of  their  pessimistic  nature.  In  the  case  of  U.S.  invasion  to  Iraq,  the  
former president of the United States George W. Bush was a pessimistic character during invasion of Iraq, 2003 and 
his  policy  towards  global  “war  on  terrorism”  especially  after  9/11.  He  sees  Iraq  as  a  threat  for  the  U.S.  national  
security. Iraq was dangerous, if it has WMDs and Saddam Hussein was the evil that supports terrorist groups - he 
was simply part of a trinity the so-called axis of evil. Another realist, Carr asserted that importance of individual 
national leaders, and argued for the focus on individuals. In his book, ‘The Twenty Year's Crisis’, he states that the 
problems of the world in 1939 were due to structural political-economic problems that transcended the importance 
of individual national leaders, and argued for the focus on individuals (Carr and Cox, 2001). In the case of the Iraq 
invasion by U.S., Saddam and Bush were the important individuals. Morgenthau, another of the realist theorists 
views human nature as essentially unchanging and as a source human desire for power. He emphasized the 
importance of “the national interest,” in his book, ‘Politics Among Nations’ (Morgenthau, 1953). Saddam Hussein 
only had lust for power and who, without the U.S. invasion, would never have relinquished power through 
diplomatic means.   
However,  we have  seen  with  George  W.  Bush and British  Prime Minister  Tony Blair  how rational  thinking 
leads  to  the  worse  possible  scenario  –war  and  invasion-  and  as  a  rational  actors  they  considered  only  the  U.S.  
national interest in their so-called action to prevent threat to world peace. George W. Bush distinguished himself as 
a rational player and cast Saddam Hussein as an irrational player. Saddam Hussein was the one who miscalculated 
his strategy in that he did not realize that the world had changed after the 1990s. Firstly, he made the international 
community think he possessed WMDs; secondly, his military force was unprepared for war or invasion. In short, he 
was not aware of the military scenario that was unfolding by January 2003.  
 
For the realist perspective, relative power is important, decision makers, actors, or state leaders are responsible for 
any state conflict, and leaders choose war when they believe it necessary for national security of their countries, 
maintaining peace, gaining power, maintaining and expanding military and economic power on the international 
stage. In general, leaders or managers should be process according to new and unexpected situations with the 
changing environment and use this strategic data in decision-making against their rivals in order to gain competitive 
advantage (Bal, et all., 2011). 
George W. Bush and Saddam Hussein are the responsible actors for any action. U.S. leader prioritized power 
of the U.S. in the international system, maintain global hegemony, but on the other hand Saddam was responsible 
for his and his Baathist party’s undemocratic regime in his country a spectacle that led to the invasion, the realist 
would argue.  
 
2.1.1 State Level of Analysis 
The state of nature is all about struggle for power between states, conflict, and divisions between states, military 
competition and war among sovereign states. Realism defines the international structure as anarchic. Realists believe 
that the reason of war is an effect of the anarchic structure of the international system. In order to gain relative 
power, states are having clashes for the desire and relative abilities of each state (Weber, 2010). 
The U.S.’s national interest has was the reason given to get rid of the WMDs that Iraq allegedly possessed 
and as a corollary its support of terrorism. In actual fact, having a permanent base in Iraq, having access to Iraqi oil 
reserves – natural resources- were in the US national interest, if not foremost. But a weak Baathist regime was an 
even greater incentive for the Bush administration to invade. For realist thinkers, International military superiority is 
important. In the anarchic international system, states have to have powerful military in order to survive in anarchic 
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order. Bush administration targeted Iraq because it was perceived as the regional threat for its own ally Israel, if it 
acquired chemical and biological weapons in the Middle East.  US could not allow Iraq to have significant military 
power and no mercy for arms race between Iraq, U.S and its own ally in the region.  
In the realist view, this is a security dilemma that any nation could face. Internal balancing and external 
balancing are two different ways in which states balance power. States have their own capability by increasing 
economic and military expenditure. On the other hand, external balancing requires searching for more powerful 
states or alliances to join (Sheehan, 2000).  
The US government doesn’t want to lose its own hegemony post-Cold War era which was the period US did not 
want to compete for power and influence with any other state or non-state actors. According to Cohen and the 
hegemonic stability theory, in order to have stability and international order in the international system, hegemon or 
leader country set a game. After World War II, US created an international order; an order over which it had total 
and hegemonic control over other nations within the international system where it projected itself as a model for 
other nations that were undemocratic (Lipson and Cohen, 2000). And some cultures are not intelligence according to 
management in government, schools, job environment; Cultural intelligence refers to a person's ability to 
communicate effectively with people who have different cultures, the relationship between cultural intelligence and 
performance management are both important aspects (Otaghsara, 2011). 
 
2.1.1.1 Systemic Level of Analysis 
The concept of systemic level in defining the international system carries the characteristic of anarchy. 
Waltz argues that the world exists in a state of perpetual international anarchy. In the anarchic international world, 
there is a lack of central authority that ensures the security of states and no higher authority above states (Donnelly, 
2000). 
If a state wants to survive in this anarchic world system, it needs to acquire some form of power. Realist 
thinkers are of the view that power can make states gain capability and credibility from other nations. There are two 
types of power in the international system: soft power and hard power. Use of force and coercive diplomacy 
includes hard power and naturally, soft power is opposite to hard power. The realist perspective would never choose 
soft power to solve issues such as structural, political, economic problems among states. Hard power is an expected 
behaviour from realists. A good example is George W. Bush and the diplomacy used by his administration that led 
U.S. to war with Iraq in 2003.  George W. Bush conducted coercive diplomacy a diplomacy that was different from 
that of the administration before him. The U.S. national security strategy was to act pre-emptively using it’s 
revolutionized military forces to conduct rapid and precise operation if necessary to rouge states. Never mind the 
enormous political and economic price United States had to pay because of the war. It lost the tens of billions of 
dollars financially and huge amount of casualties from both side. But, according to the realist perspective, having 
absolute power, and a perpetual lust for power and for superiority over other nations, states or individual, actors 
have to have some concessions and sacrifices to make in this anarchic system. On the other hand, in 2002, the 
United Nations Security Council’s Resolution 1441 which called for Iraq to completely cooperate with UN weapon 
inspectors can be described as soft power. UNSC offered Iraqi government to comply with disarmament. But 
although  there  was  no  lack  of  central  authority  in  Iraq,  Saddam  Hussein  missed  the  opportunity.  He  could  have  
protected his country and his people from war between if he responded to UN Resolution 1441 which demanded his 
government to provide unhindered access to UNMOVIC, the IAEA, and the Council not later than 30 days from the 
date of the resolution. 
 
2.2 Liberalism 
Liberals believe that natural harmony of interests existed among people and war is not from human nature 
but from imperfect political institutions. Democracy is less aggressive than authoritarian states. Pacification is 
promise of continuing peace among liberal states. Liberal states have separate peace among them. In case where 
liberal states have been attacked and threatened by non-liberal states, their wars have defensive. So, the US invasion 
of Iraq was war against a non-liberal and an authoritarian state in the interest of global peace.  
Liberal thinker Immanuel Kant argues that perpetual peace could be guaranteed by “three definite articles” 
that build a peace (Lenhard, 2010). When all nations accept these articles perpetual peace could be established 
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among nations. The three definitive articles are: the civil constitution of every state should be republican, the law of 
nations shall be founded on a federation of free states, and the law of world citizenship shall be limited to conditions 
of universal hospitality (Russet, Starr and Kinsella, 2010). 
Liberals believe that there are moral imperatives in the international system, which is limiting the action of 
states. In this theory, international organizations that use soft power, cooperation, and conform to international law 
play crucial role in solving problems. Liberal views go contrary to realist views on the issue of relationships from 
cooperation. Liberalists believe in the importance of state action on economic and social factors. They believe states 
should focus on free trade and wealth creation for their citizenry rather than military power that realists prioritize - 
cooperation is needed for stability in the international world system.  
Liberals focus on reform at the state level in the view that democracies were less aggressive and less likely 
to go to war than were authoritarian states. As such, the US intervention in Iraq was justified, as there was the need 
to replace an authoritarian leadership in the Middle East with a liberal democracy. In using hard power to achieve 
this aim, the USA preferred pre-emptive action, which according to liberal philosophy would help the spread of 
democracy and increase opportunity for peace and stability in the Middle East and the world at large. 
 
2.2.1 Individual Level of Analysis 
Liberal thinking believes natural harmony of interests exist among people. Wars occur not because of 
human nature but from imperfect political institutions. According to liberal perspective, individuals may improve 
their relationship through cooperation, and they could promote peace. Liberal states are peaceful than non-liberal 
states. The Bush administration did not want to allow the risk US could be faced if Iraq was not invaded. The US 
President tried to deal with non-democratic Iraqi government by overthrowing Saddam Hussein. He was 
undemocratic leader and irrational actor. George W. Bush tried to convince Iraq to stop running a nuclear armament 
program or trying to sell WMD to terrorist groups by using diplomacy.  
 
2.2.2 State Level of Analysis 
Liberals believe that society is regulated and has different institutions. In conflict resolution, international 
law, international organizations are the most important regulatory devices in conflict resolution. These organizations 
have soft diplomacy and they believe in the possibility to convince the other side. The use of force is not a tool for 
liberalists who use soft power and they also believe that the use of military force is not necessary.  The liberal point 
of view states that nations could cooperate even in the case of international anarchy.  
For instance, United States and other state leaders came together on the Azores Summit to discuss Iraq. As 
a consequence, the Azores Declaration on Iraq adopted by the leaders meeting at the Lajes base and concluded that 
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein behaviour weakened the authority of the Security Council and as a result, the 
government of Iraq shall provide enough information to United Nations Monitoring, Verification and Inspection 
Commission (UNMOVIC), International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the Security Council (McWhinney, 
2004). 
The role of the European powers in Iraq war decision was, however, mixed. Spain showed strength and 
courage; for France and Germany it meant preventing war without real evidence of a threat. France insisted to use 
soft power over the Iraq issue. France government believed another UN resolution is needed. Germany and Russia 
had  a  concern  about  economic  ties  with  Iraq  so,  both  countries  wanted  to  avoid  the  possibility  of  war  under  any 
conditions. Turkey had big concerns that the Kurdish would be unified causing a big threat Turkish security. 
Belgium, France, Germany, and Luxembourg the same group that impeded NATO supported Turkey’s decision. 
 
2.2.3 Systemic Level of Analysis 
Liberal Democracy has a big impact on the change of world politics. Democracy will bring pacification 
that provides world peace. Fukuyama declared the end of history, at the end of Cold War, which means that victory 
of liberalism as a global ideal. Democracy is spreading globally. Fukuyama has optimism about the liberal ideology. 
The end of history means liberal democracy will become the only form of government for all states and this form of 
government will be the last form of government. If democracy is seen as more peaceful, stable, transparent, more 
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effective, it will help reduce systemic conflict and provide a peaceful global community; democracy could even be 
used as a defensive strategy of containment. Democracy causes peace at the system level and domestic level 
particularly in non-democratic countries or nations and citizens need not be insecure.  
As Fukuyama hopes for victory of the “American way of liberal political system” the spread of democracy 
is major change to the international system.  The United States of America see the benefits of the spread of 
democracy because of special peace among liberal states. If the democratic states were seen as more peaceful, they 
would export peace to states and people and ensure freedom, democratization and stability. US wanted to spread 
democracy in Iraq for global peace.  According to US government Iraqi dictatorship must be converted to 
democracy to bring peace and democratization of Iraq could spill over neighbouring states in the Middle East. 
Liberal theories imply that the U.S. prioritizes the overthrow of non-democratic leaders.  
 
2.3 Marxism 
Marxism is the other alternative to realist theories with an economic approach. Marxist theory offers 
alternative explanations for outbreak of war, this approach does not emphasize state conflict but mostly concentrates 
on class conflict between the oppressors and the oppressed within societies. It is political ideology for how to 
change and improve society by implementing socialism.  
Marxist theory implies that the war on Iraq was a war for control of natural resources, oil, for new markets. 
In  another  words,  according  to  the  Marxist  perspective,  war  on  Iraq  was  not  because  of  weapons  of  mass  
destruction, war on terrorism or the desire to liberate Iraq, bring democracy, or protect human rights. Marxist theory 
explains the US invasion to Iraq from nature of capitalist hunger of new markets, open market and a new trend of 
global corporate capitalism. As a major critic of capitalism, its view is that Capitalist states are seeking only profit 
so imperialism becomes an effective tool to achieve it. Hobson argued that imperialism is unnecessary and immoral. 
Imperialism is a result of the misdistribution of wealth in a capitalist society.  Inequality among nations or among 
people creates a desire for development and when a country is governed by a liberal capitalist system, it needs new 
markets in search of profit (Long, 1996). If this is viewed in the context of the war on Iraq, it becomes clear that as a 
liberal state, US searched for its expansion in the Middle East region especially in Iraq. With the Iraq invasion, US 
had new investment opportunities for its own businesses in the region.  Simply, U.S. was prioritizing its own 
national interest, in search for its expansion or hegemony.  
2.3.1 Individual Level 
As have been discussed before, individual level analysis focuses on leaders as they make decisions on 
foreign policy and within states. The individual level is focusing on the personality, perceptions, choices, and 
activities of individual decision makers and individual participants provide the explanation. In this context, George 
W. Bush’s personal character and beliefs defined the US response to the 9/11 attacks.  Bush wanted to respond to 
the 9/11 attacks with the invasion of Iraq without much regard for a UN resolution or international law, thus the 
Bush Doctrine. 
2.3.2 State Level 
 The state level examines the foreign policy behaviour of states in terms of state characteristics on any 
decision-making.  State level of analysis explains the US invasion in Iraq as starting point of spreading democracy 
in the international system.  US foreign policy wants that all states should be democratic and if all nations have 
liberal democracy they will have free market economies which profitable for US. American president George W. 
Bush and Tony Blair, did not have any business relationship with Iraq under Saddam regime.  As an interest of 
capitalist states, oil resources attracted the UK and US. So, Marxists theory argues that oil-related business 
compelled the Bush Administration to take control over the oil fields in Iraq (Levy and Thompson, 2010). This 
points to the fact that the first thing the U.S. troops did was to protect the oil fields all over the country (Palmer, 
2005).  
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Marxists explains that the terrorist attack 9/11 gave economic damage on World Trade Centre to the United 
States. The Bush Administration first tried to use soft power by referring Iraq to the UN. They, however, could not 
wait and exhaust the process in the face of the opposition from mainly France, PRC, and Russia. The international 
movement of opposition spread even wider after the war began.  
 
2.3.3 Systemic Level 
 In this level of analysis, the international system is the cause and state behaviour is the effect.  Change in the 
international system will cause change in state behaviour.  The key element is the power of a state.  In the world 
system, some states are powerful economically or militarily but others are weak.  Systemic level of analysis explains 
the US invasion in Iraq as a desire of dominance of the US.  The US wants to preserve its dominance and therefore 
bring western ideology all over the world as a containment policy. The US used the process of democratization and 
the policy of regime change as justification to overthrow the dictator Saddam Hussein. In essence, the real intention 
was to bring Western liberal democracy to Iraq which would serve Western political and economic interests and of 
course that of the US. The main aim of the democracy is to consider people’s expectations (Tacman, 2006). 
From the view of Marxist theory, the War on Terror can be understood in the context of ideology of 
economic security in systemic level. Iraq holds important oil reserves, which is important an asset for the US as a 
hegemonic power and global capitalist order. Marxists suggest that, US as a hegemonic state need to have 
superiority or dominance over other nations and needs to cooperate economically to achieve its aims and the 
interests of global economic elites, who form a global core that protects, established wealth. Whenever peripheral 
states stand up to challenge the status quo, (Neack, 2003) international organizations such as the U.N. are used to 
penalize  them.  From  this  point  of  view,  it  can  easily  be  understood  why  the  war  happened  in  2003.  Liberal  
democracy requires free markets it makes Iraq an attraction by businessman who seek profit. Simply put, the war in 
Iraq was the result of the imperialism of a superpower. 
2.3.4 Socio-economic Level 
The events of September 11 made it painfully clear that the political, social and economic problems of 
other countries have a direct impact on American national security. Interpreting Sept. 11 from this perspective that 
September 11 reflected this divide between the ‘richer’ and ‘poorer’ parts of the World (Payne, 2005). Marxist 
theory explains the opportunity of having relations between US government and the Maliki government in Iraq. US 
companies had profit on oil reserve in the world to Exxon Mobil, Chevron, Shell and British Petroleum (Middle East 
Report, 2008). 
3. Method  
The  main  element  of  the  method  is  Meta  analysis  in  explaining  the  American  invasion  of  Iraq  in  2003.  For  this  
study, uses a Meta analysis of various electronic and published sources to interpret the U.S. decision to invade Iraq 
from different analytic perspectives such as realism, liberalism and Marxism, which explained, from three different levels.  
Conclusion 
 In conclusion, each of the theories discussed via, Realism, Liberalism and Marxism, analyses foreign policy 
issues differently and each theory focuses on the different level of analysis such as individual level, state level, 
systemic level and socio-economic level to explain the foreign policy decisions. In this study, different theories or 
perspectives have been analysed taking the US decisions to invade Iraq made by George W. Bush administration as 
a case. Each theory has certain focus on the level of analysis while explaining the case of Iraq war. Each theory and 
level has strength and weakness to analyse the foreign policy decision of this case. 
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 Realism at the individual level, state level and systemic level is a suitable theory to analyse this case. As 
already stated above, realism sees the international system as an anarchic system and Iraq was a threat to world 
peace. U.S. would be able to prevent future threats that may come from Iraq. Iraq posed a security threat to the U.S. 
and the only way to eliminate this threat was to overthrow the Saddam Hussein Baathist regime. In other words, 
realists agree that the Iraq war was necessary to bring peace globally. George W. Bush is a rational leader who 
believes that Saddam could not be deterred without going to war.   
  
 Liberal theory explained the Iraq war from three levels of analysis. Individual level sees Saddam Hussein as a 
dictator who was using force against his own people: State level, the Iraqi government had an authoritarian regime 
under leads of Saddam Hussein. The transition was necessary in Iraq to replace the authoritarian regime with 
democracy that would bring peace to the Middle East region; International level, Iraq was not responding to U.N. 
Security Council resolutions. This was promoting collective action by international community according to 
Liberals. On this case, there was no proof from the U.N. Security Council for the presence of weapons of mass 
destruction. So the international community did not respond to it with action.  
Marxism has a completely different way among international relations theory, which rejects the realist theory 
and liberal theory. Marxist perspective analyses the war on terror from an economic viewpoint. Iraq War was based 
on competition over oil resources that Iraq holds. As a capitalist state, US needs to control oil resources to maintain 
its  own hegemony.  The  main  reason behind US decision  to  go  to  war  in  Iraq  is  not  to  remove weapons  of  mass  
destruction or bring democracy –in light of the current uncertainty and civil war in Iraq. This war was all about to 
serve  Western  economic  interests.  In  other  words,  this  war  was  a  combination  of  many  reasons  that  led  US  to  
choose coercive diplomacy towards Iraq.  
 The decision taken by George W. Bush was beneficial for the US both nationally and internationally; the 
result of war was serving US national interest by gaining control of oil resources. Moreover, the US now has bases 
in Iraq and political relations with the new government headed by Nuri al-Maliki. So, this war served US self-
interest. As a rational actor, George W. Bush calculated the costs and benefits successfully to meet America’s needs. 
Bush and its own administration had a great reputation responding to the 9/11 attacks by invading Iraq. Bush’s 
calculation was successful as an individual. Realist theory at the individual level is the best theory for analysing the 
US decision to invade Iraq. Realism considers national interest, rational decision taken by individuals. Realism 
simply asks, if a state is under threat as an individual who can response with military force? 
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